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Preparing for Device HA Pro setup 
 

Before configuring Device HA Pro, it is important to do the following. 

● Back-up your configuration file before making any changes. 

● Make sure that the Device HA Pro license is activated. 

● Do not use the highest ethernet interface (P7/GE8) on the device for your setup.  

● Enable FTP (enabled by default) on both units and maintain the default server Port of 21. 

● Match the firmware versions on both the First Device and the Second Device’s partitions. 

 

Back-up your configuration file before making any changes. 

To access the configuration file, go to Maintenance 🡪 File Manager 🡪 Configuration File. 
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If you wish to back-up your unit’s current running configuration file, select the configuration file 

named startup-config.conf. Click Download to save a copy of the configuration file to your 

computer. Rename the downloaded configuration file to avoid system default file names: 

• startup-config.conf 

• system-default.conf 

• lastgood.conf 

Avoid any special characters. Underscores (_) and Hyphens (-) are allowed. Make sure to also 

end with “.conf” 

 

 

 

Make sure that the Device HA Pro license is activated 

To verify this information, go to Configuration 🡪 Licensing 🡪 Registration 🡪 Service. 

 

If the license does not show as Activated, please make sure to register the device. Please refer 

to the note in the Supported Models section. 

 

Do not use the highest-numbered copper ethernet port on your 

device for your setup. 

Device HA Pro uses the highest-numbered copper ethernet as the heartbeat port. The 

heartbeat port is used to connect the Device HA Pro units to enable its vital functions such as 

status syncing and back-up to passive device. Once Device HA Pro is in use, the dedicated 

interface cannot be used for anything else. 

 

  

startup-config.conf 

original_standalone_435P2_05092020.conf 
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To identity what the Ethernet interface is being used for, go to Configuration 🡪 Network 🡪 

Interface 🡪 Ethernet. Select the Ethernet interface and then click References. 

References Window 

  

 

You may leave any 

system default 

configurations such as 

Zones or System 

Default PPP 

interfaces. Please 

refer to the user 

guide for the 

default zones, 

interfaces and 

ports. 

In some occasions, you may need to check the physical ports of your unit to determine the 

heartbeat port. In this example, the ATP800’s last Ethernet is P12. By default, it is bound to ge12 

Ethernet interface. For this scenario, ge12 will be used for Device HA Pro. 

ATP800 Front Panel 
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Enable FTP on both units and maintain the default server Port of 21 

 

The Device HA Pro units will be using a unique interface IP for Active and Passive devices. These 

IPs will be manually assigned by the administrator during setup. The units will then use those 

interface IPs and use FTP over the heartbeat port to communicate to each other and perform 

vital tasks to maintain proper functionality. 

Device HA Pro Management IP Sample 
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You can verify the settings by going to Configuration 🡪 System 🡪 FTP.  leave the 

configuration at default. 

Default FTP settings (Web GUI) 

 

 

 

 

  

Always connect the Heartbeat Ports of both units directly to each 

other. Never connect these ports to any other devices, such as a switch. 

Disabling FTP, changing its Server Port or creating a Service 

Control that denies access to the Device HA Pro Active and Passive 

Interface IP may cause the synchronization to fail. 
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Match the firmware versions on both the First Device and the Second 

Device’s partitions. 

Since the unit will be synchronizing settings between each other, it is important to have the both 

unit’s partitions to match. This information can be verified by going to Maintenance 🡪 File 

Manager 🡪 Firmware Management. 

 

Firmware versions on each partitions 

match on both units. Both units are also 

running on the firmware version.  
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Firmware versions on each partition do 

not match on both units. Units are not 

running the same firmware version on 

the same partition. 
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Alternatively, you may also view the information through CLI. You can enter the command 

below to check the information. 

Router> show version 

 

Firmware versions on 

each partitions match on 

both units. Both units are 

also running on the 

firmware version. 
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Firmware versions on each partition do 

not match on both units. Units are not 

running the same firmware version on the 

same partition. 

 

 

Having a mismatch in the firmware version and partitions may 

cause unexpected behaviors that could lead to the synchronization 

of the Device HA Pro units or its other vital functionalities to break. 
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Configuring the Device HA Pro 
 

This procedure will be using a Serial Connection to both units. The reasoning behind this is to 

enable us to perform actions that may require an extra step due to the management IP not 

being reachable. Also, in some instances, CLI access through serial connection can give us 

better visual feedback that will be absent on an SSH or Telnet connection due to its reliance with 

reaching the management IP. 

Device HA Pro Example 

 

It is important to note that for USG and ZyWALL series, there will be two tabs that will concern the 

setup. The first will be the Device HA Tab and the other is the Device HA Pro Tab. For Device HA 

Pro to work in these models, Device HA must be enabled on the Device HA Tab. 

For ATP and VPN series, it will all be under be Device HA Pro Tab. 

Device HA Pro Setup Flow: 

Phase 1: Configuring Device HA Pro on the First Device 

Phase 2: Enable Device HA Pro on the Second Device 

Phase 3: Finalizing deployment and testing 

 

  



 Chapter 3: Configuring Device HA Pro 
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Phase 1: Configuring Device HA Pro on the First Device 
 

Step 1: Uncheck Enable Configuration Provisioning from Active 

Device 

Since the First Device will be the initial Active Device, disable this setting in order 

to access the Device HA Pro configuration. To access this setting, Go to 

CONFIGURATION > Device HA > Device HA Pro (Tab). 

Step 2: Assign the Serial Number of the device that will hold the 

licenses 

The Device HA Pro setup will always reference a device assigned to the Device 

HA Pro pair that will hold the license for any of its services. Any renewal of 

security services or application of optional licenses will be applied to this 

particular device. 

Step 3: Assign an IP for the Active and Passive Device’s Device 

HA Pro Management IP 

The IP address that will be assigned for the Device HA Pro’s Active and Passive 

Management IP must be on a completely unique subnet that does not overlap 

with any of the existing interface’s subnet in your setup. 

 

IP Subnet conflict Scenario 
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This scenario shows that the Device HA Pro Management IP subnet 

overlaps with the LAN subnet of the Firewall. This will cause a 

synchronization failure leading to a failed setup. 
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Step 4: Finalizing and Enabling Device HA Pro setup 

Once you have placed a valid IP for the Active and Passive interface, 

apply the password that you will use for this Device HA Pro setup. Verify 

that all the information is set. Make sure that you do not Enable any 

Failover settings. This will be used for testing the Device HA Pro setup in 

latter steps. 

 

Once you have verified all the information, check Enable Device HA 

click Apply. For USG and ZyWALL series,  

 

Phase 2: Enable Device HA Pro on the Second Device 
 

For the following steps, we will be using the CLI in order to easily access the Second 

Device as this will be disconnected from the network. 

Step 1: Apply the default configuration file  

To reset the Second Device to factory default settings, enter the 

highlighted command below. 

Router> apply /conf/system-default.conf ignore-error rollback 

After a couple of system messages, you will then be allowed to type 

again. 
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Verify if the unit is running the default settings by entering the exit command a 

couple of times till the unit asks for the login credentials once more. If you can 

login with the default credentials, then the procedure is a success. 

Step 2: Enable Device HA Pro 

Login to the CLI and then type use the following highlighted commands. 

Router> configure terminal 

Router(config)# device-ha2 activate 

After entering the command, proceed to the next step. 
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Step 3: Connecting the Heartbeat Port and Running a Ping Test 

to the Active and Passive Interface IP 

Begin connecting the Heartbeat Ports of the First and Second Device. The SYS 

LED of the Second Device should start flashing very slowly. Afterwards, run a 

ping test to the Active and Passive Management IP. If you are connected to a 

network that has full access to the system, you should be able to get a ping 

response. After a few minutes, the ping response to the passive interface IP 

should stop as the Passive Device is synchronizing with the Active Device. 

Step 4: Verify the Passive Device synchronization status 

Once the Passive Device management IP starts to respond again, access the 

CLI of the passive device and enter the highlighted command below. 

 

Router> show device-ha2 sync status 

 

If the Device HA Sync shows “success” then the Active and Passive device are 

now properly synchronized. 

 

 

 

You will also be able to verify this information through the Web GUI. Simply 

login through the regular Ethernet management IP and go to 

CONFIGURATION > Device HA > View Log (Tab). 

 

You may also use the Active and Passive Management IPs to verify if all the 

settings match. 
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Phase 3: Finalizing deployment and testing 
 

Once both the First Device and Second Device are both synchronized, we can now fully 

connect the Passive Device into the network. We can also proceed to test the Device HA Pro 

setup by testing the failover through the selected Monitor Interfaces. 

Step 1: Connect the Second Device into the network 

Begin connecting the physical ports of the passive device into the network. 

Make sure that the ports are connecting to the switch. If there are any VLANs 

or LAGs in the setup, you must make sure that the it connects to the correct 

switch ports that have the matching settings. 

 

Step 2: Select the Monitor Interfaces and enable Failover 

Once all the relevant interfaces are live, go to CONFIGURATION > Device HA > 

Device HA Pro (Tab). Begin moving the interfaces that will be Monitored to 

the Monitor Interface section and check the Enable Failover When Interface 

Failure option. 

 

 

 

Verify the desired settings and then hit Apply. 
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Step 3: Testing the Failover of the Monitor Interfaces 

Before testing the Failover, take note of which unit is Active and which unit is 

passive by taking note of its serial number and current device-ha2 mode. 

Enter the following highlighted command. 

 

Router> show serial-number 

Router> show device-ha2 mode 

 

 

 

In addition to this, check the SYS LED of the devices. The Active device will have 

a solid green SYS LED. Meanwhile, the Passive device’s SYS LED will have a 

slow blinking green SYS LED. Once you have taken note of the current status 

of the setup, you can then begin testing the Failover settings, 

 

Simply unplug the interface that is being monitored by the Device HA Pro setup. 

This should trigger the devices to swap roles. 

 

Verify the behavior by once again physically examining both unit’s SYS LED 

behavior and by running the same command stated earlier through the CLI. 

 

After verifying the failover is working, the Device HA Pro setup is a success. You 

can then refer to the chapter for Operating the Device HA Pro Setup as 

some functions in a typical standalone setup will require a different 

approach on a Device HA Pro scenario
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Operating the Device HA Pro Setup 
 

When you have a Device HA Pro pair setup, certain tasks will require a different approach in 

order to main the stability of the setup and prevent unexpected behaviors. 

 

Chapter 4.1 Checking Device HA Pro synchronization status 
 

Before you make any changes in the configuration, it is imperative that the Device 

HA Pro Passive Device synchronization status is successful. Making any changes while 

the Device HA Pro Passive Device is not properly synchronized can lead to 

unexpected behaviors.  

There are two methods to check Device HA Pro Passive Device synchronization. One 

is using the Web Interface, the other one is using a serial connection or Secure Shell 

(SSH) to access the Command Line Interface (CLI). Below is the step to check the HA 

Pro synchronization status. 

Chapter 4.1.1 Checking the synchronization status through the Web 

Interface  
 

To check status with GUI, access the device through the regular Ethernet interface IP 

or through the Active Interface IP. Afterwards, go to CONFIGURATION > Device HA > 

Device HA Status (Tab). If Device HA Pro synchronization is successful, the Sync Status 

of the Passive device will display Success. 
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Under CONFIGURATION > Device HA > View log (Tab), the Logs section will display 

related Device HA Pro logs pertaining to the Active and Passive device. The 

synchronization on Passive device must show Synchronize complete. 

 

 

Chapter 4.1.2 Checking the synchronization status through 

Command Line Interface (CLI)    
 

As mentioned earlier, the CLI can be accessed through Serial Connection or Secure 

Shell (SSH). Using the CLI may help you do a quick check and can provide more 

information that otherwise may not be visible in the Web Interface. 

 

Checking the synchronization status through the Active device 

1. Verify if the device is in Active by typing the command: show device-ha2 

mode  

 

2. Type the command below to check the passive device status. 

Command : show device-ha2 passive device-status 

 

 

 

  

Note: Typing this command in the Passive device will not return any input. 
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Check the detail synchronization status on the Passive device 

1. Check the detail sync status of passive device  

Type command:  show device-ha2 sync summary 
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It is very important that the last entry pertaining to the status of the Device HA 

Sync states that it has succeeded. It is imperative to also take note of the 

time stamp. 

 

 

  

Note: Using this command on the Active device may return with a sync failed. 
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Synchronization Failure 

If Device HA Pro synchronization has failed, you can manually trigger the 

synchronization process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other exceptions for synchronization failure 

When doing firmware upgrade, the passive device will upgrade firmware first 

and then reboot. 

After the passive device reboots, it will be conducting a full configuration 

synchronization immediately. 

The synchronization will fail since the firmware of passive device is different with 

active device.  

It is a normal behavior and you can ignore the failed synchronization logs in this 

case. 

 

 

 

Caution:  

If you wish you want to re-deploy the passive device, do not copy the configuration 

file from an active device and then upload it to the device that will act as the 

passive device. 

Please disconnect all the links of the passive device and then reset device to factory 

default. Then follow the HA Pro deployment guide to deploy passive device. 

 

Note: There are 2 methods to force the full configuration sync. Depending on where 

you initiate it, the command will vary. 

On Passive device: Router# device-ha2 sync_from_active 

On Active device: Router# device-ha2 sync_to_passive 

 

 

 

On Passive device: Router> debug device-ha2 passive sync now 
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Chapter 4.2 Applying configuration changes 
 

Before making any changes, make sure that the Device HA Pro is properly synchronized 

Only apply configuration changes using the Active Device. Making any changes on the Passive 

Device may cause unexpected behavior. 

If you are flashing a firmware onto the units, do not make any configuration changes till the unit 

has finished the procedure. 

Do not use the Ethernet interface dedicated for Device HA Pro. 

 

Chapter 4.3 Loading and Applying a Configuration File 
 

In certain circumstances where you need to restore a configuration in your Device HA 

Pro setup, it is best to conduct this on one of the devices that will be isolated from the 

network and then re-initiate the synchronization. In this procedure, Device 1 will be the 

Active Device while Device 2 will be the Passive device. 
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Application of Configuration Files Flow: 

Step 1: Verify the configuration file 

Step 2: Upload the configuration file through the regular Ethernet Interface IP 

Step 3: Disconnect Device 1 from the active network to let Device 2 assume control over 

the network 

Step 4: Apply the verified configuration file on Device 1 and verify the settings 

Step 5: Disconnect Device 2 from the active network and reconnect Device 1 into the 

active network 

Step 6: Disabling the Failover Detection settings on Device 1 

Step 7: Reset Device 2 to factory default settings 

Step 8: Re-initialize the Device HA Pro synchronization and verifying synchronization status 

Step 1: Verify the configuration file 

Before you upload the configuration file on active device (Device 1), verify if the 

virtual-mac and license-sync serial number is correct.  

                          

 

It supposed to be same as original active device (Device 1). We can check by CLI 

Router > psm 

Router(psm)# atsh 

  

Step 2: Upload the configuration file through the regular 

Ethernet Interface IP 

This interface can be any interface, depending on what is accessible in the setup. 

To avoid confusion, it is advisable not to make any changes through any of 
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the Device HA Pro interface IP. This includes the Active Interface IP. Once you 

have access to Web Interface, go to MAINTENANCE > File Manager > 

Configuration File and upload configuration file. 

Step 3: Disconnect Device 1 from the active network to let 

Device 2 assume control over the network 

Disconnect all connection including the heartbeat link on Device 1.  

Device 2 will be assuming control over the network. 

Step 4: Apply the verified configuration file on Device 1 and 

verify the settings 

On Device 1, go to MAINTENANCE > File Manager > Configuration File. Select the 

uploaded configuration file from Step 2 and hit Apply. This process may take a 

few minutes. 

 

If you have access to the unit’s Command Line Interface through the Serial Port, you 

will see this behavior when you are logged in. 
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Once the configuration file is applied,  verify if the settings from the configuration file 

have been applied. 
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Step 5: Disconnect Device 2 from the active network and 

reconnect Device 1 into the active network 

 

Disconnect all connection on Device 2. Reconnect Device 1 into the network. 

Device 1 will now be assuming control over the active network. 

 

If you are expecting any changes from your IP settings, make sure to refresh the 

DHCP client’s IPv4 settings through its own system. 

Step 6: Disabling the Failover Detection settings on Device 1 

 

On Device 1, go to CONFIGURATION > Device HA. Under the Device HA Pro tab, 

disable the Failover Detection options that are set. Once the changes have 

been made, make sure to hit Apply. 

Step 7: Reset Device 2 to factory default settings 

 

To initiate the reset procedure, press the RESET button of your unit for 5 seconds. 

Please consult with the user guide to get an idea of where this button is 

located for the specific model you are working on. 

 

Once the reset procedure is taking place, the SYS LED found in the front panel of 

the unit, will start blinking. This procedure can take up to 5 mins. Do not power 

down the unit. Please ensure that the power of the unit does not get 

interrupted during this procedure. 

 

 

Alternatively, if you access to the unit’s Command Line Interface through the Serial 

connection, enter the following highlighted commands. 

 

Rounter> configure terminal 

Router(config)# apply /conf/system-default.conf 

Step 8: Re-initializing the Device HA Pro synchronization  

 

On Device 2, go to CONFIGURATION > Device HA. Under the Device HA Pro Tab, 

Make sure that Enable Device HA and Enable Configuration Provisioning From 

Active Device are checked. Hit Apply to save any changes made. Device 2’s 

SYS LED will continuously flash slowly. 

 

During the time that the Device 2’s SYS LED is continuously flashing slowly, 

reconnect the Hearbeat port of both devices. The synchronization process 

may take up to 5 minutes. 
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To verify the synchronization status, access the regular Ethernet Interface IP. 

Afterwards, go to CONFIGURATION > Device HA > View Log > Passive Device 

and check if the synchronization is complete. 

 

You can also check the status on the console of the passive device. 

Router> show device-ha2 sync status 

 

 

If in case the Device HA Pro synchronization has failed 

 

Test the Result 

 

Through the regular Ethernet interface, re-enable the Failover Detection setting. 

Make sure that you specify the correct interface in the Monitor Interface 

section. After making the change, hit Apply. 

 

 

 

Note: There are 2 methods to force passive device doing full configuration sync. It 

can start process from different role device.  

On Passive device: Router# device-ha2 sync_from_active 

On Active device: Router# device-ha2 sync_to_passive 

 

 

 

On Passive device: Router> debug device-ha2 passive sync now 
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After enabling the settings, disconnect one of the Monitor Interface. The failover will 

then initiate. 

Chapter 4.4 Conducting a Firmware Upgrade 
 

This example illustrates how to upgrade firmware from 4.35(ABFU.0) to 4.35(ABFU.2) on device 

HA Pro. 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Firmware Upgrade Flow 

Step 1: Make sure the running firmware version of active and passive are the same. 

Step 2: Make sure the running firmware of active and passive are in the same 

partition. 

Step 3: Make sure the heartbeat port link is properly connected and passive device 

is fully synchronized with the active device. 

Step 4: Upload the firmware to the standby partition of the active device. 

 

Step 1: Make sure the running firmware version of active and 

passive are the same 

 

The running firmware on both active and passive devices must be the same. 

Active (Device 1)- Running Firmware 4.35(ABFU.0) 

Note: All network IP addresses and subnet masks are used as examples in this article. Please 

replace them with your actual network IP addresses. This example was tested using the 

ATP500 (Firmware Version: ZLD 4.35). 
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Passive (Device 2)- Running Firmware 4.35(ABFU.0) 

 

Step 2: Make sure the running firmware of active and passive 

are in the same partition 

 

The running firmware partition of active and passive must be in the same position. 

For example,  

The running firmware of the active device is in partition 1. 

The running firmware of the passive device must also be in partition 1. 

Active (Device 1)- Running Firmware in partition 1 

 

Passive (Device 2)- Running Firmware in partition 1 

 

 

 

Step 3: Make sure that the heartbeat port link is properly 

connected, and the Passive device is fully synchronized 

with the Active device 

 

Go to CONFIGURATION > Device HA > View Log > Passive Device and check if the 

synchronization is complete. 
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You can also check the status on the console of the passive device. 

Router> show device-ha2 sync status 

 

 

Step 4: Upload the firmware to the standby partition of the 

active device 

 

On the Active (Device 1) device, go to MAINTENANCE > File Manager > Firmware 

Management and upload the firmware to the Standby partition. 

 

 

Click Yes to reboot device immediately after the firmware if uploaded successfully. 
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Test the Result 
 

The firmware will first be uploaded to the Passive device (Device 2). After the 

firmware is successfully uploaded to the Passive device (Device 2), the Passive 

device (Device 2) becomes assumes the Active role. Then the original Active 

device (Device 1) begins the firmware upgrade. Once Device 1 finishes the 

firmware update process, the unit will then assume the Passive role. 

Synchronization between the two units will initiate. 

 

Active (Device 2)- Running Firmware 4.35(ABFU.2) 

 

Passive (Device 1)- Running Firmware 4.35(ABFU.2) 

 

 

 

 

 
Note: Do not modify any settings before the Device 1 finished firmware upgrading and 

configuration synchronization. 
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